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EXT. NORTHERN COASTAL TOWN. DAY.

We see shots of a small coastal town in the north of

England, based on Fleetwood in Lancashire. We see the beach,

the markets, the run down estates. This is the not too

distant future ~2050.

EXT. ROY’S HOUSE. DAY.

We see ROY’s house from the outside. It’s one of the nicer

ones on the edge of the estate.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM. DAY.

ROY, 29, dark hair and beard, sits alone at his computer

surfing the web. In the background his fiancée, ANNA, 25,

blonde hair, pretty, cleans up mess he has left around - a

few beer cans, crisp packets etc.

ANNA

Why is it me who always has to

clean your fucking mess Roy?

ROY

Just leave it, I’ll do it later.

ANNA

No but you won’t though will you,

I’ll come back in tomorrow morning

after a long shift and it’ll just

be worse than it is now.

ROY remains silent, just clicking away on his computer.

ANNA

Nothing to say? I’m fed up of

coming back from the late shifts

just to come home and instead of

catching up on sleep like I should

be doing I have to play good little

house wife and do the chores that

you could easily do.

ROY stands up from his computer chair and walks to the

kitchen.

ANNA

I spend my evening looking after

people on the wards, I don’t

deserve to come home and have to

look after you as well.
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ROY goes into the kitchen.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - KITCHEN. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY goes to the counter and pours himself a drink of scotch

and downs it in one. He then pours another and goes back

into the living room.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY walks past ANNA, close to her but no contact between

them.

He sits back down at his computer and she continues to tidy.

ANNA

Great and now you’re just going to

get pissed is that your plan?

ROY

It’s the weekend, I’m sure one

drink won’t hurt.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM. NIGHT.

The bottle of the scotch from earlier is sat on the coffee

table and ROY is asleep on the couch.

ANNA comes down the stairs into the living room and sees ROY

led there. She wakes him up.

ANNA

Roy, get up and in bed.

ROY is pretty drunk still.

ROY

You know what, just fuck off. All

you do is fucking complain you know

I’m going through a hard time, just

leave me be.

ANNA

How dare you you speak to me like

that, after all I do for you that’s

how you treat me? I’ve put up with

your constant shit for months now

Roy and I’m not doing it anymore!

ANNA leaves the house in tears.
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ROY slumps back on the couch after she’s gone until he falls

back asleep.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM. DAY.

The next morning ROY wakes with a start, upstairs his alarm

can be faintly heard going off. He looks at the wall clock

to see what time it is, it’s 10am. He was supposed to be at

work an hour ago.

He scrambles around getting ready and heads out.

INT/EXT. ROY’S CAR. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY fumbles with his keys trying to get into his car,

managing he sets off and nearly crashes at the end of the

road. He pulls over and takes a few breaths before setting

off again.

INT. ROY’S WORK - CUBICLE. DAY.

ROY sits with his head in his hands looking at some papers.

He just stares at them uncomprehending.

ROY’s MANAGER comes up behind him.

ROY’S MANAGER

Roy, a word in my office please?

Without waiting for an answer his MANAGER walks off.

Reluctantly ROY stands and follows his Manager.

INT. ROY’S WORK - MANAGER’S OFFICE. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY takes a seat facing his MANAGER.

ROY’S MANAGER

Roy...I’m going to be honest with

you, we both know why you’re here.

ROY

(Sarcastic)

No please tell me.

ROY’S MANAGER

Your constant lateness.

(CONTINUED)
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ROY

I can-

ROY’S MANAGER

Your mood around the office is

frankly appalling, and there have

been numerous complain-

ROY

It has noth-

ROY’S MANAGER

It has everything to do with them

Roy because it’s making their 9-5

work environment a hostile place to

be! If something is going on

externally from work either speak

to someone here about it or get

some help somewhere else.

ROY

You’re wrong me not liking anyone

here has nothin-

ROY’S MANAGER interrupts ROY again and this really winds him

up, not letting him finish a sentence.

ROY’S MANAGER

Okay, that aside your work itself

is poor. It’s simple data entry Roy

it shocks me how many times I’ve

had a report on my desk stating

that the work you’ve been assigned

has mistakes in it. I’m willing to

give you-

ROY

Another chance? I don’t want

another chance, why would I want

another chance to work in this shit

hole? You can shove your "another

chance" up your arse.

ROY’S MANAGER is in shocks as ROY storms from the office

slamming the door behind him.

INT. ROY’S WORK - CUBICLE. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY grabs an empty paper box and starts shoving the contents

of his desk into it before leaving the building.
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EXT. ROY’S WORK - CAR PARK. DAY. CONTINOUS.

ROY struggles to get his keys out of his pocket, dropping

them when he finally fishes them out. In a rage he throws

the box that is in his arm away from him, the contents

scattering across the floor.

INT/EXT. ROY’S CAR - CAR PARK. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY gets in his car and reverses out of his space crushing a

photo frame containing a picture of him and ANNA.

EXT. ROY’S HOUSE - DRIVE WAY. DAY.

ROY parks up, locks his car and instead of going in the

house he walks down the street.

EXT. THE GUILD. DAY.

ROY heads into his local pub, as he enters a RED HAIRED LADY

leaves, we don’t see her face but the camera lingers on her.

INT. THE GUILD - TABLE. NIGHT. LATER.

ROY is clearly inebriated again. A few empty pint glasses

litter the table in front of him.

GUY IN PUB

Y’alright Roy?

Roy just grunts and waves them away. He decides enough is

enough and makes his way back home.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - HALLWAY. NIGHT.

ROY comes into the house.

ROY

Anna? Anna!

He moves through to the living room.
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INT. ROY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

ROY turns on the light

ROY

Anna? Hello?

Still no answer.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - KITCHEN. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

ROY goes into the kitchen and turns on the light. He throws

his keys down onto the side and notices a letter held down

with a ring - ANNA’s engagement ring. He picks up the note

and begins to read.

ROY

No, no no no no.

ROY starts to cry as he shoves the ring and the note in his

pocket. He rushes back into the living room.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

ROY swipes up the portable phone from it’s cradle and

punches in ANNA’s number, completely sober now. It goes

through to answer phone.

ANNA

Hi this is Anna, I’m not here right

now. Please leave a-

He hangs up then tries again but again it just rings then

goes to answer phone.

ANNA

Hi this is Anna, I’m not here right

now please leave a message.

The phone beeps.

ROY

(Croaking voice)

Why?

(Clears throat?)

Why have you gone? I’m sorry, I’m

so so sorry Anna. Please I love

you.

Struggling to say any more ROY hangs up the phone. Out of

nowhere ROY throws the phone at the wall where it smashes

into pieces.
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ROY walks to the sofa and slumps down on it head held in his

hands - he sobs uncontrollably.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM. DAY.

The next morning ROY is woken up when someone let’s

themselves in the house. ROY jumps up and goes through to

the hallway.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - HALLWAY. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY emerges into the hallway.

ROY

Anna?

SUSAN

No it’s just me. I’m here to

collect some of her things. I’m

getting the basics now, I’ll be

back tomorrow for the rest.

ROY

Where is she Susan?

SUSAN

She doesn’t want me to tell you and

that’s the end of it, now please

stay out of my way.

He follows her back into the living room.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY falls back into the couch and just watches as SUSAN

moves around him collecting ANNA’s things and takes them out

to the car. Whilst watching her do this something in him

snaps and he slowly and methodically gets up.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - KITCHEN. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY picks his keys up and leaves the house.
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EXT. ROY’S HOUSE - DRIVE WAY. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY climbs into his car and reverses out of the drive way.

INT/EXT. ROY’S CAR. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

We follow ROY as he drives along the see front heading out

of the town, he drives until he comes across a motorway

cross over bridge where he slows down.

EXT. MOTORWAY CROSSOVER BRIDGE. CONTINUOUS.

ROY stops the car and climbs out and walks to the barrier at

the side of the bridge. He glances over the side of the

barrier and looks at the road below. Gravity takes hold of

the tears building in his eyes and pulls them down toward

the motorway below. He begins to climb the barrier

As he is climbing another DRIVER screeches to a halt and

scrambles out of his car.

DRIVER

Hey! Get away from there!

ROY doesn’t look around he just continues climbing over the

barrier.

The DRIVER runs across the road trying to get to ROY and

grab him but without a second thought ROY lets go and

crashes onto the road.

FADE TO BLACK

DARKNESS - DEATH.

In the darkness signalling the end of ROY’s existence we

hear some indistinguishable noises which slowly fade up into

an electronic soun, like something has just been plugged in

and is powering up. The following silence is broken by-

FEMALE INSTRUCTOR

Hello. Welcome to Project DAWN.

FADE UP TO BRILLIANT WHITE
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INT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - ENTRY ROOM. DAY.

From ROY’s POV we see a blurry white room, he brings his arm

up to shield his eyes and the lights dim down to an easier

to managed colour. ROY sits up on the bed he finds himself

led on. A video starts to play on one of the walls.

FEMALE INSTRUCTOR

Hello. Welcome to Project DAWN. You

have been successfully chosen as

the first human test subject.

ROY stands up and goes and places his hand on the video. The

video shows him pictures of the virtual world and the

machine he is in back in the real, all correlating with is

being mentioned.

FEMALE INSTRUCTOR

DAWN is a virtual world that was

designed by medical experts around

the world to house the minds of

humans. This allows comatose

patients to experience movement

again and their loved ones can

visit them inside the world any

time and still have conversations

with them. In your case your mind

is being housed inside DAWN whilst

your external body is repaired of

the damage it took in the fall from

the bridge.

ROY sits back down on his bed, trying to take all this in.

FEMALE INSTRUCTOR

Other than the doctors which will

come and go when necessary you are

the only human permanent resident

here. But that does not mean you

are alone. The world of DAWN is

populated with Artificial

Intelligence, or AI’s for short.

Alice Thompson’s, our resident AI

programmer, work led to AI’s

becoming self aware. In that sense

they are human in all but name.

Whilst the video talks about ALICE we see her on screen. She

is 28, Red hair. This is the woman ROY passed earlier when

he walked into the pub.

(CONTINUED)
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FEMALE INSTRUCTOR

Dr. Robert Lineback will be with

you surely. Please enjoy your stay,

and I wish you a swift recovery.

DR. ROBERT LINEBACK is around 60 years old, balding but not

quite gone, pure white hair. Tall and holds himself like a

man with power.

ROY stands back up from the bed.

ROY

(Shouting)

This has to be some sort of joke! I

obviously survived the

fall...somehow. Come on what is

this!? Some sort of reality TV

show? ANSWER ME!

Suddenly a gap opens up in the wall and ROBERT steps

through. ROY stumbles back.

ROBERT

Hi Roy. Roy Jenkins right?

ROY

Yeah that’s right.

ROBERT

I’m Dr. Robert Lineback. I am the

lead scientist on Project DAWN.

Just call me Robert.

ROY

You have to let me out of here, I

didn’t sign up for this, surely

there’s laws against this sort of

thing?

ROBERT

You signed up for this when you

applied for your donor card Roy.

ROY

I didn’t mean you could have my

mind!

ROBERT

Look, I know this is going to be

hard for you but you are perfectly

safe. Your mind will be housed here

till your body is fixed and we can

return you to the normal world.

(CONTINUED)
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ROY

You do realise I comitted suicide

right? I don’t want to go back to

the "normal world". I just want it

all to end.

ROBERT moves further into the room, perching on the edge of

the bed.

ROBERT

Hopefully we can change that here.

We can provide you with

counselling, therapy anything you

need in this world you can have.

You could have it all.

ROY

Have it all? Then what, I wake up

and it’s all gone.

ROBERT

I don’t think that would be the

case at all. If, no when, this

experiment succeeds I’m sure the

media will be begging you to sell

your story.

ROY

It’s not money I want.

ROBERT

What do you want?

ROY

I- I don’t know.

ROBERT stands and gestures for ROY to follow.

ROBERT

Come on, let me show you about. I

think you’re going to be here a

while, best get you used to your

surroundings.

INT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - MAIN FOYER. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT walks with ROY across the foyer towards the exit.

ROBERT

Just like the real world Dawn has

an economy and as such things are

bought with and sold for money.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT (cont’d)
We’ll give you a weekly sum of

money to keep you going but feel

free to seek work to supplement it.

We’re also going to provide you

with a car and an apartment. Other

than regular check ups with me and

my team you will be left to your

own devices, the world yours to

explore and live in just like the

real world.

ROY

I attempted to kill myself. What

makes you think I want to live here

when I didn’t want to live in the

real world?

ROBERT

Because here Roy, there’s no

bullshit. Just try to make the most

of it, you’re only here till your

body is repaired.

They leave the foyer.

EXT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - CAR PARK. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY and ROBERT step outside with ROY taking in his

surroundings. ROY is surprised by how real everything feels.

The breeze blows his hair, sounds of traffic and the city

all around him. Sirens in the distance.

They climb into ROBERT’S car.

INT/EXT. ROBERT’S CAR. DAY.

ROY is driven through the sprawling metropolis that is now

his new home. He takes it all in through the windows of the

car. Everything is so big and bright especially compared to

the coastal town he is from.

As they drive ROY watches the crowds closely, they act and

seem human each going about their own lives. People buying

hot dogs from street vendors, coming and going from various

buildings. In the midst of the hustle and bustle one figure

stands out though. A faceless, dark figure, watches him from

a crowd. ROY notices the figure at the last second and on

the double take it’s gone.

He shakes his head and rests it in his hands.
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EXT. ROY’S APARTMENT COMPLEX. DAY.

ROBERT pulls up and both he and ROY head into the apartment

blocks. ROY is silent as he is led inside.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT COMPLEX - FOYER. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY remains silent throughout.

ROBERT

Hello Dear, can I have the keycard

for our new tenant please?

RECEPTIONIST

Of course you can, just one moment.

ROBERT

(To receptionist)

Thank you.

(To Roy)

You’re going to love your

apartment, we’ve given you the

penthouse as you’re the first

person here, but eventually all our

patients will live here in this

central apartment block.

RECEPTIONIST

Here you go Sir.

ROBERT

Ah, thank you.

ROBERT takes the keycard and heads over to the elevator, Roy

follows.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT COMPLEX - ELEVATOR. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

Stepping into the elevator ROBERT reaches past ROY and

places the keycard in a hole on the control panel. The doors

close and the elevator moves upwards to the penthouse.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT steps out of the elevator then moves aside so ROY can

step out and see the apartment for himself.

High up, the far wall is made entirely of glass. You can see

for miles looking out at all of the city.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT

As you can see, quite a view.

ROY moves towards the window and looks out. He places his

head on the window and presses his hand up against the

glass.

ROY

When you’re lost in depression, you

stop seeing the beauty in the

simple things.

ROBERT

There’s beauty in everything, you

just have to look at it in the

right way. Time for the tour?

ROY

Sure.

ROBERT gestures around him.

ROBERT

This is the living room, outfitted

with all the latest gadgetry you’d

find in our world. Big TV, games

consoles the lot. If you’d just

like to follow me.

ROBERT heads off through a door.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - KITCHEN. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT and ROY go into the kitchen, again there’s a large

glass window showing off the city from another angle.

The kitchen is very modern, sleek silver handles on the

drawers and the taps shine.

ROBERT

Kitchen, and through that door is a

laundry room.

ROBERT heads out again and ROY follows.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - BEDROOM. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

Again, ROBERT shows ROY a very modern bedroom.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT

And the bedroom.

ROY sits on the bed.

ROBERT

Any questions?

ROY

Too many.

ROBERT hands ROY a piece of paper.

ROBERT

I’ll leave you to settle in now and

collect your thoughts. If you have

any questions, call that number and

one of the team back at the medical

facility will be happy to help.

ROY

Thanks.

ROBERT leaves the bedroom. Still inside the bedroom we hear

the elevator chime to signal it’s arrival.

ROY lies down on his back and stares at the ceiling.

INT. DAWN LABS - PROGRAMMING ROOM [REAL WORLD]. NIGHT.

On one wall of this large room there is a massive screen and

upon the screen we see ROY sat in his apartment, getting

used to everything.

In the middle of the programming room is an observation

platform, allowing a better view of the screen. On it stands

ALICE, 28, Red hair. This is the woman ROY passed earlier

when he walked into the pub.

INT. DAWN LABS - MACHINE ROOM [REAL WORLD]. NIGHT.

In this room we see a hi-tech machine with hundreds of wires

coming from it. Inset into the machine is a bubbling glass

jar with a brain inside it. A team of ENGINEERS are

maintaining the equipment. On the opposite wall is a bank of

smaller machines. One of these opens up and out steps ROBERT

into the real world. He exits the machine room and makes his

way to the programming room.
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INT. DAWN LABS - PROGRAMMING ROOM [REAL WORLD]. NIGHT.

CONTINUOUS.

When ROBERT enters the room ROY is seen on the huge screen

sat on his bed head held in his hands. ALICE is still

watching ROY on the screen when ROBERT comes up behind her.

ROBERT

How’s he been since I left?

ALICE

(Startled)

Jesus Robert, you scared me.

(Calmer)

He’s been alright, he’s just

wondered about really. Look into

the cupboards but main sat on the

bed head in hands.

ROBERT

I’m sure he’ll settle in in no

time.

ALICE

We don’t know that though Robert.

Do you think it was wise the way we

acquired him? No-one’s done a psych

evaluation on him, how do we know

he can cope?

ROBERT

We don’t but that’s part of the

experiment.

ALICE

Do you not think someone else

should be there with him, a

permanent human companion?

ROBERT

Alice, this is the first human

trial we don’t know how long

prolonged exposure to the world

will affect him. He’s a test, an

experiment, nothing more.

ALICE

I signed up to help people, not

experiment on them.

A PROGRAMMER looks on his from his computer, watching this

exchange.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT

What we’re doing here is an

experiment first and a life saving

procedure second. The only reason

we hired you, the ONLY reason, is

because you’re good at what you do

and that’s programming. But just

because we needed your expertise I

will not hesitate to dismiss you if

you compromise this project.

ALICE

Fine.

ALICE goes back to her computer without another word to him.

EXT. ROY’S APARTMENT COMPLEX. NIGHT.

ROY steps outside of his apartment complex and looks around,

not knowing where to start. He picks a direction and starts

to walk.

EXT. DAWN - STREETS. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

As he makes his way aimlessly through the metropolis he

looks around taking it all in. People rushing to and from

even in the evening. Eventually he comes across an open air

market which he walks into.

EXT. DAWN - OPEN AIR MARKET. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

ROY walks around the market visiting various stalls. At the

centre of the market is an open stage like area and on the

stage is a magician performing illusions. As the world is

virtual he is programmed to be able to influence it in

certain ways performing some great tricks.

As ROY watches amazed he notices something behind the

performer. It’s the shadowy figure he saw in the crowd

earlier. He walks towards it but it disappears around the

corner. He chases after the figure through the market place

eventually stumbling out of an alley.

EXT. DAWN - BAR XIII. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

The figure is nowhere to be seen. ROY looks around but can’t

find it anywhere. He starts to turn and walk away but a

doorman of the Bar that ROY has come to steps forward.

(CONTINUED)
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DOORMAN

Hey man.

ROY

(Slightly out of breath)

Hey.

DOORMAN

You look like you need a drink, why

don’t you step inside?

ROY

I’m fine. Can you tell me the way

to-

DOORMAN

Have you ever been here before?

ROY

No.

DOORMAN

Then come inside, this isn’t any

old bar. This is a VR Bar.

ROY

A VR Bar?

DOORMAN

Virtual reality. You see, inside

you can hang out, meet people have

a few drinks and then when you’re

ready you lie in a machine and pull

on a headset. Then it’s up to you

where you want to go. Cool right?

ROY

Yeah.

DOORMAN

So you gunna’ come in?

ROY looks around, trying to spot the shadowy figure but

gives up.

ROY

Sure.

ROY heads inside.
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INT. BAR XIII. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

ROY walks into the main bar area and takes it all in. It

looks like an arcade mixed with a night club. The machines

the doorman mentioned sit dotted along the walls and in

booths. Each of these machines has a different program

loaded, from virtual tourism to all out action shooter

games.

We see shots of ROY talking to a few people attempting to

make friends but it all feels a bit strange to him.

He decides to try out one of the VR machines and picks a

shooter. He goes over to "Theatre of War" and sits down.

EXT. URBAN BATTLEFIELD - THEATRE OF WAR. DAY.

We see Roy getting into the game and being very good at it.

He is really enjoying himself.

INT. BAR XIII. NIGHT.

People are crowded round the machine, watching the battle on

a screen hooked up to the machine.

When the battle is over Roy emerges to applause from the AI

in the bar.

A man, Charlie, 25, short blonde hair - kinda geeky looking,

approaches him.

CHARLIE

Hey man, that was awesome.

ROY

Thanks.

CHARLIE

You come to these bars a lot?

ROY

First time actually, I’ve played

video games for a while though.

CHARLIE

Awesome! Want a drink?

ROY

No it’s alright, I was thinking of

heading home to be honest. Been a

long day.

(CONTINUED)
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CHARLIE

Come on just one?

ROY

Alright sure, just one though.

ROY and CHARLIE head towards the bar. ROY is unaware of the

shadowy figure lurking in the corner, gazing at him.

INT. BAR XIII. NIGHT. LATER.

ROY and CHARLIE have clearly had more than one drink.

CHARLIE

So you’re actually real.

ROY

Yeah. I’m more shocked that you’re

not.

CHARLIE

I am real. Here at least.

CHARLIE gestures around the bar, bottle in hand.

CHARLIE

We’re all self aware, we know what

we are but each of us is different.

Just like you lot in the "real

world". Which is a silly term,

because what defines real, y’know?

I mean, to me this beer is real.

And even to you - it’s real.

ROY

It tastes real, and the bottle

feels real. But I know it isn’t.

CHARLIE

It’s all in the mind. If it’s not

real, then why are you drunk?

ROY

I... Good point. Man this got deep.

CHARLIE

(Laughing)

Ah sorry, I’m a thinker, it’s what

I do.

ROY swigs the last of his beer.

(CONTINUED)
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ROY

Right, I think that’s me done. Time

for home.

CHARLIE drains the last of his.

CHARLIE

Yeah, me too.

EXT. STREETS. NIGHT. LATER.

ROY starts walking back to his apartment when suddenly he

gets a shooting pain in the side of his head and he falls to

the floor.

INT. DAWN LABS - PROGRAMMING ROOM [REAL WORLD]. DAY.

ALICE looks up from her computer as ROY falls to his knees

on the huge screen. She gets up and runs to the observation

platform, ROY writhes in pain. Alice picks up a near by

phone on the platform.

INT. ROBERT’S OFFICE [REAL WORLD]. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT’S phone rings and he puts it on speaker.

ALICE(O.S)

Robert, have you been watching Roy?

ROBERT

No, why?

ALICE(O.S)

Somethings wrong.

ROBERT press a button on his desk and a monitor powers to

life with ROY centre screen.

ROBERT

What happened?

ALICE(O.S)

He was walking along then just fell

to his knees.

ROBERT ends the call, grabs his lab coat and leaves.
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EXT. STREETS. NIGHT.

The SHADOWY FIGURE from earlier stands in front of ROY

looking down at him yelling in a garbled voice.

SHADOWY FIGURE

Selfish fucking good for nothing!

ROY

Stop!-

INT. DAWN LABS - PROGRAMMING ROOM [REAL WORLD]. DAY.

ALICE watches as on screen ROY shouts at the figure to stop.

ROY(ON OBSERVATION SCREEN)

Stop! Please just stop, I’m sorry

whoever you are. Argh!

Roy’s head snaps back in pain again.

ALICE watches confused as she can’t see the figure at all.

PROGRAMMER

Who’s he shouting at?

ALICE

I have no idea. Check the data, is

there a signature near him?

PROGRAMMER types away at the computer.

PROGRAMMER

No. Nothing. There’s no-one there.

ALICE

Well he clearly thinks there is.

INT. DAWN LABS - MACHINE ROOM [REAL WORLD]. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT runs into the room talking on a mobile.

ROBERT

I don’t know Sir...He’s been fine

all afternoon...He was in a

bar...Yeah he had a few drinks,

why?...I don’t think-...Sorry Sir,

we’ll look into it.

He hangs up the phone.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT

Get that machine ready, I need to

go in. Now!

SCIENTISTS prep him into the machine and ROBERT enters DAWN.

INT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - ENTRY ROOM 2. NIGHT.

ROBERT emerges in DAWN and goes through to the foyer.

EXT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - CAR PARK. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT climbs into his car and drives off to ROY’S location.

INT. DAWN LABS - PROGRAMMING ROOM [REAL WORLD]. NIGHT.

ALICE watches the observation feed.

ALICE

Be strong Roy.

ROY(ON OBSERVATION SCREEN)

(Sobbing)

Please...please...)

EXT. DAWN - STREETS. NIGHT.

ROBERT pulls up at the side of the road.

ROY slowly tries to get to his feet.

ROY

Get back!

ROY tries to push the shadowy figure away as ROBERT climbs

out of his car and runs to ROY.

ROBERT grabs ROY and the SHADOWY FIGURE disappears fading in

to nothing. ROY breaks down completely as ROBERT leads him

into his car.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM. NIGHT.

ROY is sat on the sofa with ROBERT perched on the coffee

table in front of ROY.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT

Who were you yelling at?

ROY

You mean you didn’t see it?

ROBERT

It? There was nothing there Roy.

ROY

There...there was. A human figure,

I couldn’t see it properly cause it

was too dark and a hood was up and

drawn or something.

ROBERT

Roy, I can assure you there was

nothing there. We checked.

ROY

There was something there, it

doesn’t matter what you say there

was I could..I could feel something

there let alone see it. It was a

presence and it made me feel wrong.

ROBERT

We’ve been over the data, there was

no-one near those coordinates other

than you.

ROY

Robert?

ROBERT

Yes?

ROY

Can I die?

ROBERT

What?

ROY

Will you turn off this god damn

machine and just end it for me. I

don’t want to be part of this

anymore.

ROY is still in tears, holding his legs under his chin where

he sits, rocking.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT

No, Roy. We will not do that. Too

much effort and too much money has

been pumped into this project. Just

because you have had one set back

we can’t let it bring the whole

project down.

ROY

If you won’t kill me then I’ll do

it myself.

ROY storms from the room, going through to the kitchen.

Robert follows him.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - KITCHEN. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

ROY picks a knife out of the drawer and in a fit of rage,

takes the blade to his wrist and draws back.

INT. DAWN LABS - PROGRAMMING ROOM [REAL WORLD]. NIGHT.

ALICE puts her hand to her mouth in shock.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - KITCHEN. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

The skin splits but then heals automatically.

ROY

What the...

ROBERT

Death is not possible here Roy.

Homicide or suicide. There’s no

longer such a thing. The only time

a human will die here is once their

real body or their brain withers in

the real world. (BEAT) I’m locking

your room down till you have calmed

down because you are clearly not

thinking straight. We will discuss

this further soon.

ROY

Wait.

ROBERT

Goodbye Mr. Jenkins.

ROBERT goes through into the living room, and ROY follows.
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INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT gets into the lift and it descends.

ROY press the elevator button over and over again but it

doesn’t come.

He turns round and slides down the door where he sits

crying. The tears give way to anger and he begins to hit the

wall behind him.

ROY picks himself up and begins to trash the flat - picking

up a lamp and throwing it into the wall. Breaking the TV.

The coffee table. All his rage and frustration spilling out.

INT. DAWN LABS - PROGRAMMING ROOM [REAL WORLD]. NIGHT.

ALICE watched ROY on screen on his rampage. Tears in her

eyes, she descends from the observation deck and leaves the

programming room.

INT. DAWN LABS - VARIOUS CORRIDORS. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

ALICE speeds through the internal corridors of DAWN Labs,

people move out of her way.

SCIENTIST

Hey Alice, where-

ALICE

Not now.

ALICE brushes past him and carries on her way.

INT. DAWN LABS - MACHINE ROOM [REAL WORLD]. NIGHT.

CONTINUOUS.

ALICE comes into the machine room just as ROBERT is coming

back into the real world. He steps out of the machine and

she grabs him and pins him against the nearby wall.

ALICE

What we’re doing here is evil!

ROBERT

Alice, take your hands off me.

ALICE pins him tighter.

(CONTINUED)
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ALICE

He did NOT sign up for this Robert.

ROBERT

His donor card says he did.

ALICE

You know those things are out of

date! This is new tech, he wouldn’t

know what he was getting himself

into.

ROBERT

The small print states that-

ALICE

I know what the fucking small print

says! Whether he did or did not

sign up for this, something is

clearly wrong with the program. A

glitch. A bug in the code, we need

to find it, patch it then we can

resume.

Some SCIENTISTS look over at the argument but don’t get

involved.

ROBERT

Nothing is wrong with the program!

The code is solid, the AI work

flawlessly, the problem is

obviously in his head.

ALICE

Don’t you get it Robert? We’re in

his head too! His brain sits

floating in a jar hooked up to a

machine.

ROBERT

I am not authorising the man power

to go hunting for a bug which I

know will not be there. The code

has been checked by not only our

labs but from different institutes

from around the world.

ALICE

Then this job is not for me. I

won’t sit around and watch you

torture that poor man when I

thought we were supposed to be

doing some good here.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT

That’s your resignation is it?

ALICE

Yes. I’ll finish up my current

projects tonight and pass what I

can’t finish over to someone else

then I’ll leave. You’ve revealed

your true nature.

She lets go of him, turns, and leaves the room.

INT. DAWN - BAR XIII. NIGHT.

The following night ROY is back in the VR Bar.

He sits at the bar with CHARLIE. They are both quite drunk

at this point and we join them mid conversation.

ROY

Yep. Just sealed up like rubber, no

blood.

CHARLIE

That’s mental man. We’re not

programmed to be capable of stuff

like that.

ROY

I guess that’s for the best. Well

not like it would matter, cause it

wouldn’t work.

CHARLIE

True that.

CHARLIE drinks up and stands up.

CHARLIE

Want to go on a trip?

ROY

Sure. Where to?

ROY drains the last of his drink and stands up.

CHARLIE puts his arm around ROY’S shoulders and gestures.

CHARLIE

The seven wonders of the world.

(BEAT)Well your world anyway.
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CHARLIE and ROY go over to two free VR machines and climb

in.

INT. BAR XIII - SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD PROGRAM. NIGHT

CONTINUOUS.

A tour guide walks them through each of the wonders, it

gives him a fly by view of Christ The Redeemer, a tour of

the Taj Mahal. At each of these locations we see another

person on the tour. LUCY, similar in stature and height to

ALICE but with short cut blonde hair, and a different face

shape, dark eyes lined with eye liner. LUCY keeps looking at

ROY.

CHARLIE

That cute blonde is checking you

out man.

ROY

No she isn’t.

CHARLIE

Seriously mate.

ROY

Say she is, not that it matters.

She’s an AI. No offence.

The scenery changes and we’re at the Great Wall of China.

CHARLIE

So? We’re basically human in

everything but name. You can touch

us, feel us, speak to us, so why

should be less real than you?

ROY

That’s not..I don’t know, I guess

you’re right.

CHARLIE

I am right. Of course I’m

right. Don’t go thinking you’re

above us Mr Human. You have to

abide by the same rules we do.

ROY

That’s not what I was thinking.

CHARLIE

I know man, I’m just playing with

you.

(CONTINUED)
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TOUR GUIDE

And so ends our tour of the Seven

Wonders of the World. Feel free to

join me on my new tour, The Ripper

Walk taking you back in time to

1888 when Jack the Ripper stalked

the streets of London. Not for the

faint hearted, as we show you

reconstructions of the murders.

The program powers down and ROY and CHARLIE awake in DAWN.

INT. DAWN - BAR XIII. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

Standing up ROY feels a little dizzy as he gets used to his

surroundings again. CHARLIE leads him to a booth.

CHARLIE

Go speak to her.

CHARLIE gestures towards LUCY who makes her way to the bar

where she orders a drink.

ROY

I don’t think-

CHARLIE

Don’t think about it, just do it.

ROY

But-

CHARLIE tries to push him out of the booth.

ROY

(Laughing)

Alright, alright. Christ.

CHARLIE

I think you mean "Lineback"

ROY

(Puzzled)

Huh?

CHARLIE

Robert? Dr Lineback? Our lord and

creator.

CHARLIE does a theatrical bowing prayer gesture.

(CONTINUED)
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ROY

You’re an idiot.

ROY approaches LUCY.

ROY

Hey.

LUCY

Hello.

ROY offers her his hand.

ROY

I’m Roy by the way.

LUCY

(Smiling)

Lucy.

ROY

Nice to meet you. Uhh..can I get

you a drink?

LUCY

That’s very sweet of you. A glass

of Rose would be lovely.

ROY

Sure.

(To bartender)

A lager and a Rose please.

(To Lucy)

So...do you like that tourism stuff

then?

LUCY

Yeah it’s wonderful. I wish I could

visit them in person.

ROY

Maybe if you ask nicely Robert can

program them into the world for you

all to visit.

LUCY

Robert? You mean Dr. Lineback

right?

ROY

Erm...yeah.

(CONTINUED)
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LUCY

I’m not sure whether he would

listen to such a request.

BARTENDER

A lager and Rose. That’ll be 500

credits please.

The BARTENDER places the drinks down in front of ROY and

LUCY and takes ROY’S card from him.

ROY

Maybe not, he doesn’t seem the

generous type to be fair.

ROY puts his finger on the card reader.

LUCY

I wouldn’t know.

The machine beeps to let him know the transaction was

successful and the BARTENDER moves to the other end of the

bar.

ROY

Have you never met him?

LUCY

(Hesitates)

No, can’t say I have. We all know

about him though.

***MONTAGE OF ROY AND LUCY GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER.***

***Various dates, them hanging out and doing things

***together. Eventually leading them to be led in each

***others arms inside a VR Program that is a Space flight.

*** REWORK THIS MONTAGE INTO ACTUAL SCENES ***

INT. BAR XIII - LAKESIDE VISTA. DAY.

LUCY is led in ROY’S arms. They lie beside a lake in a

valley on a bright summers day.

ROY

I’m really worried.

LUCY

About what?

LUCY turns so she can look at ROY’S face.

(CONTINUED)
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ROY

About loving you.

LUCY goes to a sitting position and she takes a hold of

ROY’S hand.

LUCY

What do you mean?

ROY

When I wake up...when they bring me

out of this world...I’ll lose you.

INT. ROBERT’S OFFICE [REAL WORLD]/RECONSTRUCTION LAB [REAL

WORLD]. DAY. (INTERCUT)

ROBERT is watching this exchange on his monitor. He picks up

the phone and calls DR. EDMONDS.

DR. EDMONDS

(INTO PHONE)

Reconstruction, Edmonds speaking.

Behind DR. EDMONDS we see ROY’S damaged body on a slab

behind him. Other DOCTORS are operating on the body.

ROBERT

(INTO PHONE)

Edmonds, how close are your team to

finishing repairing the patients

body?

DR. EDMONDS looks around and move over to ROY’S body. Near

the head.

DR. EDMONDS

He’s about eighty-seven percent

complete. Why? We’re right on

schedule.

ROBERT

You have a bit more time now. I’m

going to tell him there is a high

chance that he will never wake up.

DR. EDMONDS

Why?

ROBERT

He appears to be falling in love

with an AI.

(CONTINUED)
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DR. EDMONDS

Ah I see. (LAUGHS) You sir are a

wicked man.

ROBERT

Yes, so I’ve been told. Although

the word she used was "evil" but

it’s the same thing I guess.

DR. EDMONDS

Not evil, just a visionary.

ROBERT

Exactly. Thanks Doctor.

ROBERT hangs up the phone. DR. EDMONDS smiles and shakes his

head as he hangs up on his end.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - BEDROOM. DAY.

ROY is asleep in bed when his phone rings. The dialler ID

shows that it is ROBERT.

ROY

Yes doctor?

ROBERT(V.O)

Hi Roy. Would you be able to come

into the medical facility today

please. We have some news regarding

your treatment.

ROY sits up in bed.

ROY

News?

ROBERT(V.O)

Yes, come in and we can talk about

it here.

ROY

Yeah, I’m on my way.

ROY climbs out of bed and gets dressed.
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INT/EXT. ROY’S CAR. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

As ROY drives to the medical facility he starts to rub his

head, feeling a pain coming on. He glances around nervously

looking for the SHADOWY FIGURE but it’s nowhere to be found.

EXT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - CAR PARK. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY pulls into the car park and parks up.

INT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - MAIN FOYER. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT is waiting for him at the entrance.

ROY

Hey. What’s this about then?

ROBERT

Follow me, we can talk about it in

my office.

ROBERT turns and walks across the foyer. ROY follows.

INT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - ROBERT’S OFFICE. DAY.

CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT and ROY enter the room.

ROBERT

If you’d like to just take a seat.

ROBERT sits behind his desk and ROY takes one of the two

chairs in front of it.

ROY

Come on, you can’t keep me waiting.

ROBERT

I don’t know how to say this, so

I’ll just come out with it. There’s

been a problem with the

reconstruction of your body.

ROY

(Shocked)

Woah.

ROBERT

I understand you’re probably really

confused right now but let me

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT (cont’d)
explain. There is only a two

percent chand of you ever waking

up. The damage you sustained during

the fall seems to have done more

damage than we first anticipated.

As such, we have decided to keep

you here permanently if that is

what you wish. Or we can turn off

the machine as you asked for. I’m

sorry to have to break this to you.

ROY

No, no. This, this is great! I

don’t know how much you know on the

outside world but I’ve met someone

here.

ROBERT

Yes, we’ve been made aware.

ROY

Thank you Doctor.

ROY stands and shakes ROBERT’S hand.

ROBERT

You’re more than welcome. Here, let

me show you out.

ROBERT stands up and opens the door for ROY.

INT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - MAIN FOYER. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT walks ROY to the exit and ROY leaves.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM. DAY. LATER.

The doorbell rings. ROY stands up from the coffee table and

we see that it is set with wine glasses and a bottle of wine

in a bucket.

ROY goes to the door and opens it.

ROY

Come in.

ROY tugs her inside and throws his arms around her, kissing

her.

(CONTINUED)
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LUCY

Wow. Hello to you too. Wine? What’s

the occasion.

ROY

I have some news.

LUCY

And that news would be?

ROY

I’m dead!

LUCY

What are you talking about?

ROY

Well, not really dead. I got a call

from Robert this morning asking me

to go in.

LUCY

And what was said?

ROY

There’s been a problem with them

fixing my body. They say there’s

only a two percent chance they can

actually bring me back to the real

world.

ROY turns away to pour a glass of wine. LUCY is shocked by

this news, but manages to put on a big smile when ROY turns

back around.

ROY

Here.

ROY gives her the glass of wine.

LUCY

So this means...?

ROY

That I don’t have to worry about

losing you.

LUCY

Roy...this is fantastic.

ROY

To us!

ROY raises his glass and LUCY does the same then they drink.
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INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM. NIGHT.

ROY and LUCY are asleep on the sofa. ROY wakes with a start.

He looks around but the only illumination is the static of

the TV. He gets up and goes into the bathroom.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - BATHROOM. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

ROY rinses his face in the sink.

He looks up and in true horror film style he closes the

medicine cabinet mirror... but nothing’s behind him. He

turns to leave the bathroom but there is someone in the

doorway.

It is the SHADOWY FIGURE, except this time he recognises

her. It is ANNA.

Her hair is the same and the body is the same height and

stature. But her face is missing, just a blank lumpy area of

skin - no features.

ROY

Anna?

SHADOWY FIGURE

(Croaky voice)

Hell.

ROY

What?

SHADOWY FIGURE

(Croaky voice)

Hell. Hell..p me.

ROY

What’s wrong?

ROY cautiously steps forward.

SHADOWY FIGURE

(Croaky voice)

My wrists. They’re bleeding.

The SHADOWY FIGURE’S face changes shape, starting to

resemble ANNA’S. She lifts her arms up and shows her wrists

to ROY.

Blood pulls up and begins to drip to the floor as gravity

takes control.

(CONTINUED)
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ROY

Oh god. Anna what have you done.

ANNA

This is your fault, cheating on me

with some whore.

ROY

You left me.

ANNA

You’re the reason for this.

ANNA collapses to the floor and ROY rushes forward.

ROY

You left me! What was I supposed to

do?

ROY tries to pick ANNA up but she fades away and he is left

sat in a pool of blood. He stands up and gets a towel,

trying to mop up the blood.

ROY

Anna! Anna come back! It wasn’t my

fault.

ROY continues to try and get the blood soaked up.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

LUCY hears ROY’s screams and runs in.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - BATHROOM. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

ROY is still on his hands and knee’s cleaning up blood as

LUCY comes in.

LUCY can’t see the blood, to her ROY is just scrubbing a

clean floor with a clean towel.

LUCY

What’s going on?

ROY looks up at LUCY - to him he is covered in blood and the

floor is smeared.

ROY

The blood, it wasn’t my fault.

Anna, she, she said it was my

fault. It wasn’t my fault.

(CONTINUED)
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LUCY

I believe you Roy, I do.

ROY

I need to clean this up.

ROY goes to the sink and wets the towel and comes back to

the floor to continue scrubbing.

INT. DAWN LABS - PROGRAMMING ROOM [REAL WORLD]. DAY.

ROBERT watches this on the observation deck, this is the

worst ROY has been so far.

PROGRAMMER

Sir?

ROBERT

Yes?

PROGRAMMER

What the hell is he doing?

ROBERT

I honestly have no idea.

PROGRAMMER

Maybe Alice was right.

ROBERT turns to the programmer.

ROBERT

What?

PROGRAMMER

Maybe she was right, maybe there is

a problem with the code. I hope

there isn’t I mean...we wrote it

and I’d like to take pride in our

work...but maybe-

ROBERT

There is nothing wrong with the

code. At all.

PROGRAMMER

Okay, okay.

ROBERT turns back to the screen.
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INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - BATHROOM. NIGHT.

LUCY grabs ROY and holds him tight forcing him to stop his

scrubbing.

LUCY

Roy, there’s nothing there. There’s

no blood.

ROY

There is, you’re covered in it.

ROY reaches up with the wet towel and wipes some blood from

LUCY’S face.

LUCY

I promise you there is no blood.

ROY

There is...she said it was my

fault. Her wrists were bleeding.

ROY tries to break free of LUCY’S grip.

LUCY

(Shouting)

Roy! ...Roy! Stop it. Stop.

ROY ceases his struggling.

LUCY

Good. Now take another look.

LUCY slowly releases ROY and he looks around him. With fresh

eyes he sees that there is no blood. The bathroom is

spotless apart from a wet floor.

Realising there is no blood he breaks down.

ROY

(Crying)

What the hell is wrong with me?

LUCY

I don’t know, why don’t you go back

to the doctors tomorrow?

ROY

No. If they see that this is

getting worse for me then they’ll

end the experiment surely. I don’t

want that I just want to be

better.(BEAT) It was Anna...that’s

who blood it was.

(CONTINUED)
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LUCY

I have an idea.

LUCY stands up and helps ROY to his feet then leads him to

the living room.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS.

LUCY sits ROY on the sofa and then sits next to him, taking

his hands in hers.

LUCY

Do you feel guilty?

ROY

For what?

LUCY

The suicide? Or do you feel guilty

for Anna leaving, like that was

your fault somehow.

ROY

I don’t know. I guess I’ve not

really had time to process it. In a

way yeah - maybe if I had dealt

with my father’s death better, I

wouldn’t have been awful to be

around.

LUCY

Then maybe this is all inside your

head. That’s why we can’t see what

you’re seeing. Your guilt is just

manifesting itself.

ROY

You think?

LUCY

Think about it. Your plugged into

this machine somewhere, your mind

is here but you’re body isn’t.

You’re one hundred percent pure

conscience. If your mind is here,

then maybe so is your

sub-conscience? Your projecting

this guilt into the world.

ROY

Yeah. I mean I guess it makes

sense. But how can I make it stop?

(CONTINUED)
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LUCY

That, I don’t know.

ROY

How do you know so much?

LUCY

All of the progs-

ROY

Progs?

CUT TO:

INT. DAWN LABS - PROGRAMMING ROOM [REAL WORLD]. DAY.

ROBERT is still watching from the observation platform.

ROBERT

Progs? Did she just say progs?

ROBERT goes to the PROGRAMMER from earlier.

ROBERT

Rewind that.

PROGRAMMER

Two secs.

The PROGRAMMER taps away at his computer.

ROY(V.O)

How do you know so much?

LUCY(V.O)

All of the progs-

ROY(V.O)

Progs?

ROBERT slams his hand on the desk,

ROBERT

Fuck!

PROGRAMMER

Progs don’t say progs. Which

means...fuck!

ROBERT

Exactly.

(CONTINUED)
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PROGRAMMER

Alice, she must have done

something. Coded Lucy before she

left?

ROBERT

She didn’t code Lucy, she IS Lucy.

PROGRAMMER

Hang on let me check the records.

The PROGRAMMER types away on his computer again.

PROGRAMMER

Yeah you’re right. Lucy’s first

record of movement was the day

after Alice left.

ROBERT sets off for the machine room.

INT. DAWN LABS - MACHINE ROOM [REAL WORLD]. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT checks the machines but they’re all empty. Walking

over to the far wall he presses his hand on a panel. The

wall slides away revealing a small room.

INT. DAWN LABS - TOURING KIT BAYS [REAL WORLD]. DAY.

CONTINUOUS.

The room is full of what appear to be bulky suitcases in

separate bays. These are touring kits, portable so investors

can be shown the virtual world. One of the bays is empty.

INT. ROBERT’S OFFICE [REAL WORLD]. DAY.

ROBERT sits in front of his computer a video conference is

open in front of him. He is in a call with three other

scientists CHARLES RYMAN (American), ALEXANDER BENTZER

(Swedish) and KIRAN RAO (Indian) sit and talk to each other.

CHARLES RYMAN

We can’t pull him out yet, it’s too

soon. We still haven’t finished all

the tests we wanted to do.

ROBERT

Charles, it is necessary. The

apparitions combined with the fact

that one of our-

(CONTINUED)
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KIRAN RAO

Yes, explain to me how that

happened Robert.

ROBERT

Alice...she...she was a very

opinionated young girl, but

brilliant.

ALEXANDER BENTZER

Yes that’s why we hired her.

KIRAN RAO

So why did you fire her?

ROBERT

I never fired her, she walked out

on us.

CHARLES RYMAN

Alice is not the issue here, why

can’t we just unplug her?

ROBERT

We don’t know where she is, I sent

a memeber of our team over to get

her but she wasn’t there.

KIRAN RAO

Can’t you trace Lucy back to her

point of origin.

ROBERT

My team are working on it, but

Alice has masked herself quite

well. She knew what she was doing.

There is a silence between them.

ALEXANDER BENTZER

If we’re to bring him out we can’t

let Alice know what we’re doing in

case she tells him everything.

CHARLES RYMAN

Alexander is right, our reputation

is glowing at the moment. The

public, the media, the government.

They all agree that this is the

future of medical and social

interaction.

(CONTINUED)
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KIRAN RAO

Agreed. When Roy comes back to the

real world we need to make sure

everyone see’s him as a successful

trial, we cannot lose our funding.

CHARLES RYMAN

Time to get him out Robert.

ROBERT ends the call and puts his head in his hands.

Recomposing himself he picks up the phone.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT - BEDROOM. DAY.

ROY is sat on the sofa as LUCY cooks breakfast for him.

His phone begins to ring and he answers.

ROY

Hello? ...Hey Robert.

LUCY sticks her head out of the door and listen to the

conversation.

ROY

The apparitions? ...Sure I’ll be

over soon.(HANGS UP PHONE) I have

to go in for some tests about Anna.

LUCY

Oh, okay. Stay for breakfast at

least.

ROY stands up and goes to the doorway and kisses LUCY.

ROY

Of course I will.

ROY sits back down on the sofa.

EXT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - CAR PARK. DAY.

ROY pulls into the car park.

INT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - MAIN FOYER. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT greets ROY in the foyer.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT

Hello again Roy, this way.

The medical centre is busier than normal today, doctors

linger around. ROY can feel something is up, he glances

around warily.

INT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - VARIOUS CORRIDORS. DAY.

CONTINUOUS.

ROY follows ROBERT through various corridors.

ROY

So what’s this about exactly?

ROBERT

As I said on the phone, just a few

tests.

ROY

What tests?

ROBERT

I’ll go through them with you in a

minute.

They continue walking.

INT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - CONSULTATION ROOM. DAY.

CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT brings ROY into the room.

ROBERT

I know it’s only been a couple of

days since the news regarding your

body being non-repairable but there

has been a breakthrough. I won’t

bore you with the details but there

was a-

ROY

No.

ROBERT

Excuse me?

ROY

No. You aren’t waking me up. The

other day you told me I could

either let myself die or continue

living here never to wake.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT

No, I said there was a two percent

chance.

ROY

Two percent is nothing.

ROBERT

But it’s still a chance Roy. Roy,

sit down.

ROY moves to the door but it’s locked.

ROY

Let me leave.

ROBERT

We can’t Roy, it has to be now,

everyone is waiting both here and

in the real world.

ROY

I need to at least say bye to Lucy.

ROY pulls on the door again.

ROBERT

There’s no time Roy. It has to be

now.

ROY remains silent as ROBERT rises and unlocks the door and

they exit.

INT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - VARIOUS CORRIDORS. DAY.

CONTINUOUS.

ROY and ROBERT walk in silence through the medical facility.

ROBERT has his hand on ROY’s shoulder leading him.

INT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - MAIN FOYER. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY and ROBERT walk across the foyer to go to rooms on the

other side of the building but at the last second ROY breaks

free of ROBERT’S hand and runs outside.
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EXT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - CAR PARK. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY jumps into his car and drives off.

INT. ROY’S APARTMENT COMPLEX - FOYER. DAY.

ROY runs through the foyer and hammers on the elevator

button but it doesn’t work. ROY shouts out to ROBERT in

anger.

He looks around trying to think of a way up to get to LUCY

but suddenly she comes through the main entrance, coffee in

hand.

ROY

Lucy thank God!

LUCY

What is it?

ROY rushes to her and takes her outside.

EXT. ROY’S APARTMENT COMPLEX. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY and LUCY head towards their car which is parked a little

down the street.

ROY

My body, they say they’ve fixed it

and they want to pull me out.

LUCY

When?

ROY

Now. They were leading me to

somewhere in the hospital but I

managed to break free to come get

you. We need to leave.

LUCY

Where are we going to go?

ROY

I don’t know. What I do know is

that it has to be done from within

the hospital so we’ll just have to

put as much distance between us and

it as we can.

They reach the car and climb in.
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INT. ROY’S CAR. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY buckles up and LUCY does the same.

ROBERT

If I hide, they won’t be able to

take me out.

LUCY

Roy, I..

ROBERT

You what?

LUCY

It’s nothing.

ROY starts the car and drives.

EXT. DAWN - STREETS. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY speeds down the avenues as fast as he can.

LUCY

I think you’re underestimating

their resources, how do you know

they won’t be able to track you

when you’re in here.

ROBERT

I can’t think like that, I can’t

lose you that’s all that matters.

LUCY

We can’t constantly-

As he drives he notices things going wrong, glitches in the

world with everyone, they start looping movements, or

lagging around. This is happening all around to everyone.

ROY

Look.

LUCY looks out of the window.

ROY

The AI, somethings wrong with them.

But you, you’re not-

As he is about to finish his sentence ROY suddenly buckles

in pain and the car swerves and crashes, flipping onto it’s

roof.
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INT. ROY’S CAR - CRASHED. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY is unconscious. LUCY unbuckles herself and climbs out of

the car.

INT/EXT. ROY’S CAR - CRASHED. DAY.

LUCY struggles to get ROY out but eventually manages.

EXT. DAWN - STREETS. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY starts to come to and LUCY helps him to his feet. As ROY

starts to focus again though he backs away in horror.

ROY’S POV - We see LUCY has changed into ANNA, her face

fully formed but damaged as if she had been in the crash.

ROY becomes agitated.

ROY

No! Not again. Not again, please

not again.

ANNA

This is your fault Roy, look how

broken I am.

ANNA moves towards him.

ROY

Stay back!

ROY starts to look around for a weapon.

Suddenly LUCY grabs ROY and holds him close but he tries to

escape. Eventually LUCY kisses ROY and this calms him and

makes him see her as LUCY and not ANNA.

They are forced apart though when the floor rocks under

them, they look down the avenue they’re on and see something

on the horizon.

A black wall.

It rises from horizon to the sky. It is moving closer and

closer to them removing everything in it’s path. Buildings,

lamp posts, people all flickering and disappearing as

they’re shut down.

(CONTINUED)
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ROY

What the fuck is that?

LUCY

Robert’s shutting the world down

bit by bit. Come on.

LUCY steals a nearby car and they climb in.

INT/EXT. HIJACKED CAR/DAWN - STREETS. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

They speed away as the black wall gains on them.

ROY

How do you know so much? Why are

you not affected like the other AI.

LUCY

I can’t tell you.

ROY

Why?

LUCY

I just can’t.

ROY

Lucy, you can tell me anything.

LUCY

I don’t want you to think your life

here has been a lie.

She looks into the rearview mirror and sees the black wall

has gained on them, it is very close now.

ROY

I won’t I promise. What’s going on.

LUCY

I was a programmer for DAWN Labs

incorporated. I was responsible for

the AI’s, it was my code that

allowed them to become self aware.

ROY

Was? Are you dead too.

LUCY

No, I’m very much alive. I saw the

way Robert was treating you here

and didn’t agree with it. I quit.

(CONTINUED)
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ROY

So how are you here?

LUCY

A touring kit - for investors and

stuff. I stole one and I set it up

at a friends house.

The wall has curved around to their right now. The medical

facility can be seen in the distance. They have nowhere else

left to go.

EXT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - MAIN SQUARE. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

They climb out of the car and run towards the medical

facility just as the black wall consumes the car.

ROBERT

So what does this mean for us?

LUCY

Roy, I’m real. In your world. In

your city.

ROY stops in his tracks shocked by this revelation. He steps

towards LUCY but suddenly the wall surges forward and

consumes her ejecting her from the world.

INT. ALICE’S LIVING ROOM. NIGHT.

ALICE screams out in pain as she is ejected from the world.

She throws the headset off her in pain and falls from the

chair she was sat in. On her hands and knees she vomits.

EXT. DAWN MEDICAL FACILITY - MAIN SQUARE. DAY.

The wall stops inches from ROY’S face, it cannot take him.

He steps back and the black wall moves with him step for

step. He turns round and walks into the medical building.

MONTAGE OF ROY BEING PREPPED FOR REMOVAL FROM THE WORLD.

As the last parts of the procedure are completed and he

closes his eyes, the doctors flicker out of the world one by

one and the black wall rushes forward consuming the rest of

the world.

SMASH CUT TO BLACK
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MONTAGE OF ROY COMING OUT INTO THE REAL WORLD

ROY awakes on a metal slab, we see scenes of him going

through medical tests along with some physiotherapy

exercises.

Eventually he leaves the medical complex.

EXT. DAWN LABS - MAIN ENTRANCE. DAY.

ROY emerges from the building ROBERT at his side. ROBERT has

his arm draped around ROY.

The media surge forward.

REPORTER #1

Doctor Lineback, how successful do

you feel this project was?

ROBERT gestures to ROY.

ROBERT

The evidence is before your eyes.

REPORTER #2

Roy, what was it like inside DAWN?

ROY

It felt...real.

REPORTER #3

Lineback, how long do you think it

will be till this goes from Alpha

to Beta?

ROBERT

Definitely within a year. We will

look back at the data from this

test and make the changes and fixes

we need. That’s enough questions

for now. I’m sure my patient wants

to get to his home.

ROY

(Mumbles)

Experiment, not patient.

ROBERT squeezes his arm a little tighter around ROY. ROY

gets the message and keeps quiet.
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EXT. DAWN LABS - MAIN ENTRANCE - BACK OF MEDIA CROWD. DAY.

CONTINUOUS.

ALICE watches from the back of a hood, looking at ROY in

real life, a tear in her eye.

EXT. DAWN LABS - MAIN ENTRANCE. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY is led by ROBERT down the steps to a parked car that

will take him home. As he is led to the car ALICE moves

through the crowd getting closer to ROY. ROY reaches for the

handle of the car but ALICE places a hand on his wrist

stopping him.

ROY looks at her confused, but suddenly comprehension dawns.

ROY

Lucy!

ALICE

My real name is Alice. Hi Roy.

ROBERT

Alice, you brought this experiment

crashing down around you. I will be

reporting this to the police. Theft

of our equipment is just the

beginning.

ALICE

Be careful Robert, I have documents

and contracts proving that what

you’ve told the media isn’t

necessarily the whole truth. And I

will return the kit to you.

ROY

Whilst I appreciate everything you

have done for me Doctor. I don’t

agree with the ethics of this.

ROBERT

I ressurected you Roy, brought you

back from the dead.

ROY

And I thank you for that.

ALICE

Come on.

ROY opens the door and ALICE climbs in. ROY follows.
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INT. ROY’S TAXI. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY stares at ALICE.

ALICE

What is it?

ROY

I...I’m not sure. You look like her

somehow. I can’t explain it.

ALICE

Looks aside, how I was inside there

with you, it’s all true.

ROY

I know it was.

ROY leans over and kisses LUCY.

MONTAGE OF THEM TALKING IN THE BACK OF THE TAXI AS IT

DRIVES.

EXT. ROY’S HOUSE - STREET. DAY.

The car pulls up and ROY and ALICE climb out. ROY pulls a

clear bag from his pocket - the bag holds the stuff he had

when he jumped: His keys, wallet, broken mobile phone.

He opens the door and walks inside.

INT. ROY’S HOUSE - HALLWAY. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ANNA rushes out of the living room and throws her arms

around ROY.

ANNA

Oh my god, I saw the reports. I

can’t believe you’re back.

She grabs his face and kisses him but he pulls away.

He manages to back off and steps aside revealing ALICE.

ALICE

I’ll give you two a minute.

ALICE steps outside.
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EXT. ROY’S HOUSE - FRONT DOOR. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ALICE leans against the wall and smiles.

THE END.


